Your Secret Mission

Find two different kinds of mushrooms

Your Secret Mission

Find something hairy

Your Secret Mission

Find an animal home

Your Secret Mission

Find something that is decomposing

Your Secret Mission

Find 3 different kinds of leaves

Your Secret Mission

Find a spider web

Your Secret Mission

Find an annual plant

Your Secret Mission

Find a seed
**Your Secret Mission**

Find something that is not alive and never was alive

**Your Secret Mission**

Find something smooth

Find some food for a squirrel

Find something red

Hear a bird song

Find a lichen

Find a White Birch tree

Find a woodpecker hole
Your Secret Mission

Find something that makes food from sunlight

Your Secret Mission

Find a spruce tree

Your Secret Mission

Find something that smells good

Your Secret Mission

Find a White Pine tree

Your Secret Mission

Find a tree with red stripes in its bark

Your Secret Mission

Find some leftovers from a squirrel’s feast

Your Secret Mission

Find something beautiful

Your Secret Mission

Find an evergreen tree that is about the same age you are